
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                   

   

  

 

Cum se măsoară impactul social 

 

Cum evaluezi impactul social? 

Ca întreprindere socială, crearea unui impact social sau asupra mediului pozitiv este cheia a tot 

ceea ce faceți și trebuie să fiți capabil să identificați, să înțelegeți și să captați întreaga valoare 

a impactului activităților dvs. 

 

Organizația dvs. are, probabil, deja o „atitudine de creare de impact” care a fost stabilită 

pentru a face un fel de diferență în comunitatea dvs. locală - unde vă aflați în mod regulat, 

discutați, spuneți și puneți la îndoială impactul pe care îl obțineți. Construirea pe această bază 

și planificarea mai formală, măsurarea și comunicarea impactului dvs. vă vor ajuta să înțelegeți 

și să urmăriți ce realizează organizația dvs. în lume.  

 

Ca punct de plecare pentru înțelegerea impactului, ar trebui să vă întrebați: 

• Care sunt schimbările pe termen mai lung pe care vrem să le aducem oamenilor, 

mediului sau economiei? 

• Care sunt cei mai importanți indicatori pe care trebuie să-i luăm în calcul? Ce consecințe 

ar exista dacă nu le-am realiza, ce ne-ar împiedica să ne atingem obiectivele? 

• Există alte forme de impact sau rezultate (intenționate sau consecințe) despre care 

trebuie să știm și care sunt pozitive sau negative? 

• Cui trebuie să comunicăm impactul și sub ce formă (de exemplu, raport, cadru de 

finanțare, videoclip, pliant, actualizare social media)? 

 

Răspunzând la aceste întrebări, ar trebui să puteți identifica o scurtă listă de măsuri cheie care 

vă vor ajuta să măsurați impactul. Unii indicatori sau valori comune includ: viețile afectate, 

crearea de locuri de muncă sau acoperirea geografică. 

 

Cu cât sunteți mai specific în ceea ce privește comunitățile / populațiile pe care le influențați 

(populații defavorizate social, familii cu venituri mici, minorități, femei, refugiați) - cu atât mai 

bine pentru organizație. Dacă organizația dvs. se concentrează asupra mediului, atunci 

hectarele de teren curățate de gunoi, haine sau plastic reciclat, conservarea energiei și 

amprenta de carbon sunt metrici obișnuite. 

 

Întreprinderile sociale ar trebui să înțeleagă modul în care viziunea lor pe termen lung poate fi 

evaluată prin intermediul a 3 până la 5 indicatori cheie. Aceștia ar trebui să poată demonstra 

cum ar arăta succesul în 10 ani ca rezultat al activității întreprinderii sociale, fie că este vorba 

de numărul de copaci plantați, de locuri de muncă create sau de investiții realizate. 

 

 

 



 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                   

   

  

 

 

Cum să selectați indicatorii de măsurare a impactului? 

When starting to measure impact, it is important to identify what the starting situation is, so 

you can then say how it’s changed, and what difference you have made. You should identify 

these aspects:  
 

Ce? What impact occurs, and in what time period? How important is the impact to 

the people or environment? 

Cine? Who experiences the impact? How do the affected stakeholders receive the 

effect?  

Cât? How much of the impact occurs? Number, duration, reach, scale.  

Contribuție What is your enterprise’s contribution to the impact, taking into account what 

would have happened anyway? 

Risc What is the risk to people and the environment when impact doesn’t happen 

as anticipated? 

 

There are many impact indicators you can use, so you need to identify which are most 

appropriate for your enterprise based on your vision, aims, and what changes you want to bring 

about in your community: 

  

1. Do some research 

Take the time to investigate the problem you’re solving and the solution you’re 

proposing. Does A = B, or are there other factors at play? 

 

2. Define what success looks like, and make it as concrete as possible 

If the aim is to encourage educational achievement, maybe success looks like an increase 

in school graduation rates or improved test scores as a result of increased educational 

support. 

 

3. Now imagine how you could measure that success 

It doesn’t have to be a single factor or metric. In fact, a variety of measures is best and 

are called your impact indicators. These should be specific, clear, and measurable.  

They should also be outcomes rather than outputs, which in the case of the school 

example above, you would want to track students grades and delinquency rates, not just 

hours of support or number of people giving support. 

 



 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                   

   

  

 

 

 

4. Track your impact indicators over time 

Figure out how often you want to measure your outcomes. This should be an ongoing 

process and looking at your impact indicators should be done on a regular basis. The data  

you collect will let you know which of your initiatives have been successful, which did not 

do so well, and which were unhelpful. Designate someone to be in charge of tracking and 

analysing your data.  

 

5. Check in 

At least once a year, meet with your staff to go over your impact results. Is there 

anything surprising? Do you need to update your measures? Do any patterns stand out? As 

key stakeholders in your organisation, it is vital to give your staff the opportunity to offer 

insights, explanations, or ideas for new impact measures. 

 

6. Report your findings, and invite feedback 

Publish a report detailing the impact of your interventions and programs. Put it on your 

website and social media pages, send it to donors and investors and circulate it 

internally. Nothing is ever perfect. Bring outsiders into the conversation, and they’ll 

likely offer insights you’d never consider. 

 

 

Question to ask yourselves Actions needed to answer the question 

 

Who changes? Take account of all the people, organisations and 

environments affected significantly. 

How do they change? Focus on all the important positive and negative changes 

that take place, not just what was intended.  
How do you know? Gather evidence to go beyond individual opinion. 
How much is you? Take account of all the other influences that might have 

changed things for the better (or worse).  
How important are the changes? Understand the relative value of the outcomes to all the 

people, organisations and environments affected.  
 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                   

   

  

 

 

Summing up 

Think about including stories and personal testimonies – measuring quantitative impact 

(numbers) is important, but not everything can be directly measured. A good impact assessment 

and report includes both quantitative and qualitative data. 

It is clear that no single set of metrics will work for all social enterprises, and there are no 

universal key performance indicators for social impacts. Instead, social enterprises should be 

prepared to measure, from day one, whatever impact metrics are important to the operations or 

mission of their enterprise. 

Far too often, social enterprises believe that tracking and reporting on a host of socially-aware 

metrics will make their business more impactful – whereas doing so may be (at best) a 

distraction to operating the business, or (at worst) lead to wrong interpretations being made, 

and bad decisions following, putting at risk the survival of the enterprise. 

From this perspective, impact measurement should answer the question of relevance: and only 

include impact measures which are critical to the social enterprise, and not those which are a 

distraction. 

 

Tools for impact measurement 

Measuring social impact can be both complicated and expensive, but there are many free tools 

available, and the following are just a few of the tools that can be used: 

 

1) Social Accounting and Audit 

Social accounting and audit (SAA) is about assessing the social value generated by an 

organisation. It helps you to prove, improve and account for the difference you are making. It 

also helps you to plan and manage your organisation, as well as demonstrate what you have 

achieved.  

SAA is a logical framework which enables your organisation to build on existing documentation 

and reporting systems, and develop a process so that you can: 

Prove – account fully for and report on your organisation’s social, environmental, and 

economic performance and impact. 

Improve – provide the information essential for planning future actions and improving 

performance. 

Account – be accountable to all those you work with and work for. 

 

Access more information from the Social Audit Network here. 

http://www.socialauditnetwork.org.uk/getting-started/what-is-social-accounting-and-audit/


 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                   

   

  

 

 

 

2) Logic Models 

An organisation’s logic model describes its intended impact, along with the intervention the 

organisation has chosen to achieve that intended impact. Social enterprises often use tools such 

as the Business Model Canvas to map out their activities, value proposition, and target 

audiences. However, an understanding of how costs and impact value are created is best 

developed using what is known as a logic model.  

Logic model lays out: 

• Inputs – the infrastructure, materials, and labour needed to make the organisation 

run.  

• Outputs – the products and/or services the organisation creates, as well as the 

externalities, or side effects and unintended products of their work.  

• Outcomes – the results the organisation produces, from long-term stability for its 

employees to increased traffic and economic growth for its neighbourhood.  

Read more information on designing your impact logic model.   

 

3) Social Return on Investment (SROI) 

SROI is a method for measuring and communicating a broad concept of value that incorporates 

social, environmental, and economic impacts. It is a way of accounting for the value created by 

your activities and the contributions that made that activity possible. It is also the story of the 

change affected by your activities, told from the perspective of your stakeholders.  

SROI measures change in ways that are relevant to the people or organisations that experience 

or contribute to it and can encompass all types of outcomes – social, economic, and 

environmental – but it is based on involving stakeholders to determine which outcomes are 

relevant. There are two types of SROI: 

1. Evaluative SROIs are conducted retrospectively and are based on outcomes that have 

already taken place. 

2. Forecast SROIs predict how much social value will be created if the activities meet 

their intended outcomes.  

SROI tells the story of how change is being created by measuring social, environmental, and 

economic outcomes, and uses monetary values to represent them. This enables a ratio of 

benefits to costs to be calculated. For example, a ratio of 3:1 indicates that an investment of 1 

(£/€) will deliver 3 (£/€) of social value. 

 

Read more information: A Guide to Social Return on Investment, from Social Value Library.   

 

https://strategyzer.com/canvas/business-model-canvas
https://medium.com/@Ecotone_PBC/designing-your-impact-logic-models-for-entrepreneurs-and-investors-17528caa3b0f
http://www.socialvalueuk.org/resources/resources/


 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                   

   

  

 

Case Studies 

 

➢ Measuring Social Impact – A Practical Guide (written in Finnish) 

• This guide provides readers with practical information about different methods for 

measuring and assessing social impact.  

• It gives guidance on how social impacts can be measured, and what the challenges and 

opportunities of different measurement methods are.  

 

https://www.vates.fi/media/tyollistamisen_ammattilaiset/kirjat/teema-sosiaaliset_vaikutukset_2007.pdf

